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Heat and Temperature
When we introduced energy, we said that
it behaves like money: there is some
fixed amount of it in circulation, and while it can be transferred
between objects and changed into different forms, it is never
lost. When dealing with heat energy, imagine an object as a
room full of people. They all have the same amount of money;
this is the temperature of the room. The heat energy of the
room is the total amount of money in it, which is just the
temperature multiplied by the number of people.

So, for example, suppose that I have a bar of iron with 4
molecules and a temperature of $7. Its heat energy is ($7)(4) =
$28. I drop it into a bucket of water with 16 molecules and a
temperature of $2. The water has a heat energy of ($2)(16) =
$32, meaning that when the two are allowed to come to thermal
equilibrium, a total heat energy of $28 + $32 = $60 is spread out

over 4 + 16 = 20 molecules; the temperature will be ($60)/(20) = $3 per molecule.

We can sketch how the temperature changes over time as shown in the graph to the left: the iron starts at $7,
the water at $2, and they both approach the equilibrium temperature of $3, with the iron changing more
quickly because there is less of it.

. 1 a) A snow man contains 30 molecules and has a total heat energy of $150. What is its temperature?

b) I move that snow man into a room with a temperature of $8. Will it heat up, or cool down?

c) The snow man will match its temperature to the temperature of the room. How much heat will it
gain or lose?

. 2 a) I have a block of ice that contains 20 molecules. It has a temperature of $8. What is the heat energy
of the ice?

b) Suppose that another block of ice has 10 molecules and a heat energy of $100. What is its
temperature?

c) Which is hotter, the first block or the second?



d) How much heat energy would I have to give to or take away from the first block to make it as hot
as the second?

. 3 I have two cans of water. One contains 50 molecules at a temperature of $14, and the other contains
150 molecules at a temperature of $2.

a) What is the heat energy of each can?

b) If I pour the water together in a bigger can, how much heat energy is there in that bigger can? How
many molecules of water?

c) What will the temperature of the water in the bigger can be?

. 4 The graph to the right shows the temperatures of two
objects that are coming into thermal equilibrium. Object
A has 100 molecules. We are trying to figure out how
many molecules b has.

a) How much heat energy does A start out with? How
much does it end up with? How much has it gained?

b) How much energy must B have lost?

c) How much was its temperature changed by losing that energy?

d) How many molecules does b have?


